
Romance
Curated Romantic Getaways in Stunning International Locales



Avanti is the leading specialist in FIT (Fully Independent Travel) 
backed by more than 40 years of industry expertise and a robust 
range of offerings such as airline tickets, hotels, sightseeing 
tours, private transfers, car rentals, rail travel, travel protection, 
and more. With more than 65 countries available to book, Avanti 
makes complex itineraries simple and seamlessly connects 
multiple destinations together by car, train, plane, bus, boat, 
bike, and even by foot. Whether you are looking for an exotic 
honeymoon with the advice of your Travel Advisor, or you’re a 
Travel Professional seeking efficient booking solutions for your 
client’s romantic getaway, Avanti can provide recommendations 
and resources to design the ultimate dream vacation tailored to 
each couple’s exact requirements.

Customized Vacations with 
Avanti Destinations
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Airline tickets on most major carriers in economy, economy plus, business, and first class

3*, 4*, and 5* hotels in most city centers and airports

Unique accommodations such as Italian villas, Irish castles, French chateaux, Scottish 
B&Bs, Japanese ryokans, Amazon jungle lodges, and more!

Small ship cruises in Greek Isles, Croatian Dalmatian Coast, Galapagos, Patagonia, 
Amazon River, and the Nile River

Private car and driver hire in most countries including point-to-point transfers and 
sightseeing excursions, as well as multi-day driving tours in Ireland and Scotland

Robust selection of sightseeing tours and experiences ranging from a walk through the 
city with a guide to wine tasting, market tours, cooking classes, museum visits, and soft-
adventure activities

City passes, transportation tickets, site entrances, and guidebooks

Rail tickets, passes, and seat reservations in Europe, South America, and Asia

Car rentals and self-drive itineraries

Travel protection including a Cancel for Any Reason benefit

Access top destination resorts and hotels in the most prime locations on earth.  From the cliff hotels of Italy’s Amalfi Coast 
to overwater bungalows in the Philippine’s El Nido district, our team hand selects each property and works with our local 
suppliers to ensure that quality and service are maintained year-round. 

Accommodations

04 - The Avanti Advantage

One-Stop Travel Source



VILLA STAY IN ITALY 
Book an ensuite room at one of our magnificent collection 
of villas in Tuscany, Umbria, Sicily, or Piedmont. Go wine 
tasting, take a cooking class, or go for a bike ride to fully 
enjoy the countryside experience.
 

CASTLE STAY IN IRELAND 

Seek luxury in a grand castle stay where impeccable 
service, manicured gardens, and scrumptious cuisine 
await.
 

CHÂTEAU STAY IN FRANCE
There are several châteaux in the Loire Valley that 
allows guests to overnight and experience the French 
countryside in an exclusive location.
 

B&BS IN IRELAND OR SCOTLAND 

Get a taste of local hospitality by staying in a quaint B&B.

RYOKAN IN JAPAN 
These are traditional Japanese inns that have an onsen 
(hot spring) onsite and serve beautiful, traditional kaiseki 
(preset multi-course meal) to guests.

JUNGLE LODGES IN THE AMAZON OR 
TORTUGUERO 
Head deep into the jungle and overnight at an eco-resort 
that incorporates the native flora into every aspect of the 
property.

 

GLAMPING IN THE GALAPAGOS, UAE, 
MOROCCO AND JORDAN 

With minimal impact on the environment, overnighting in 
a luxury tent can be both exciting and full of comfort.

In most cases, the Avanti hotel rate will include daily 
breakfast and hotel taxes. In the few cases where 
breakfast or local city taxes cannot be prepaid, we will 
state this on the itinerary.

Note: Some hotels have very few rooms or sell out months 
in advance due to limited options in that specific town. To 
facilitate the confirmation process, you may be asked to 
provide a second choice hotel. If the first choice property 
is not available, our suppliers will temporarily hold space 
at an alternate hotel until accepted or declined. Providing 
a second choice hotel is especially helpful when there are 
multiple rooms, triple rooms, and family rooms on request.



Romance seems to be all around 
when you’re in love. Scenery 
appears more beautiful with your 
sweetheart cozied up next to you in 
each photo. Every scent – whether 
blooming flowers or falling rain – are 
all the more aromatic. And sharing 
a bottle of wine warms the heart up 
with every sip. But there are certain 
destinations that inspire a richer 
sense of romance and intensify 
intimacy, drawing couples from 
around the world to fall deeper in 
love. It’s no wonder that lovers flock 
to overlook the turquoise waters 
of the Greek Islands, and return 
again and again to the sprawling 

Roma

vineyards of France and Italy. 
With unforgettable backdrops, 
intimate experiences, and luxurious 
accommodations that promote 
pleasures for all the senses, these 
most classic romantic retreats are 
perfect for newlyweds seeking their 
first galivant across the globe, as 
well as couples celebrating decades 
together. Sip prosecco from the 
deck of a boat at sunset, soak in 
a jacuzzi while overlooking the 
Mediterranean, or ride above tiny 
Italian villages from the basket of a 
hot air balloon in between spending 
sweet evenings at a luxury resort or 
scenic boutique property. 

Popular



ance
Destinations
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Spend three days falling in love with Paris, where a local guide will escort you through the most charismatic neighbor-
hoods, providing opportunities to soak in the scenery and snap photos of the endless romantic backdrops from Notre 
Dame to the Eiffel Tower. Delight in a wine tasting with your loved one while in the world’s most beloved city. Then 
glide across the dreamy French landscape, aweing at the sights from the comfort of a first-class train car on your way 
to Bordeaux, the famed arts and culture city with hundreds of notable historical buildings and monuments, situated 
in a region renowned for its exquisite wines. Spend three days touring this impressive port city, and choose from a 
selection of curated full-day wine tours, during which you will become truly immersed in this province’s fine varietals.

VINYARD IN BORDEAUX

France
Discover French Wines - Paris & Bordeaux

Explore Further!

08 - France

https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1376.pdf


Meet up with your private chef and wander 
through one of Paris’ beautiful bustling street 
markets, selecting fresh local produce and in-
gredients for the meal you will be making togeth-
er. In the kitchen, learn how to craft a decadent 
3-course lunch with a tantalizing starter, tradi-
tional main dish, and delightful dessert, paired 
with a glass of wine. Gain insights to French 
cooking, indulge in the flavors you prepared in 
tandem with a professional, and leave with a 
copy of these recipes in hand so you can repeat 
them at home again and again.

Delve into a quintessential French experience 
of wine tasting across the Loire Valley. Sip the 
crisp white wines of Vouvray, produced from 
exceptional clay and limestone terroir, housed at 
a selection of multi-generational family-owned 
organic vineyards that surround the Loire River. 
Experience wines grown along the gravel shores 
of Miniere, with a diverse soil that encourages 
delicate yet full-bodied fruit-forward flavors. End 
the day in medieval Chinon, traversing the his-
toric streets and Renaissance houses, stopping 
at a local wine cellar to imbibe a selection of 
varietals crafted from cabernet franc and chenin 
blanc, with a tour from the owners themselves.  

At the heart of France’s famed Champagne 
region lies Reims, coined the ‘City of Kings’ 
for the royalty who were crowned at its 
Cathédrale Notre-Dame over the course of 
several centuries. As such, this historic center 
offers romantic views of breathtaking gothic 
architecture and is renowned for its intriguing 
history. Spend three days delving into this 
marvelous metropolis, enjoying a classic bottle 
of locally produced bubbly upon arrival, and 
branching out to the surrounding wine region. 
Visit a variety of champagne houses and delve 
into three interactive tastings, with an in-depth 
view into wine making at the G.H. Mumm 
House, a tour of the 4th-century chalk mines of 
Tattinger, and a 3-course lunch and champagne 
pairing at Brasserie du Boulingrin.

e Bubbly
Private Paris Cooking 
Class and Market Visit

Private Must Tastes of 
the Loire Valley with 
Lunch

A Taste of Bubbly

Explore Further!

Explore Further! Explore Further!

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=PARMTF-PVTPCM&servid=PARMTF-PVTPCM&tgsupid=PARMTF-PVTPCM&tgservid=PARMTF-PVTPCM&title=Private%20Paris%20Cooking%20Class%20and%20Market%20Visit%20-%204.5%20Hours&e
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=FRHINS-LVTPD5&servid=FRHINS-LVTPD5&tgsupid=FRHINS-LVTPD5&tgservid=FRHINS-LVTPD5&title=Private%20Must-Taste%20of%20the%20Loire%20Valley%20Tour%20with%20Lunch%20-%2
https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_VACRHEBUB.pdf


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=FRHKU8&servid=FRHKU8&tgsupid=FRHKU8&tgservid=FRHKU8&title=Gassin%20-%20Kube%20St%20Tropez&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1379.pdf


Over the course of one magical week, encounter 
two incredibly enchanting European hubs: Paris and 
Barcelona. Unveil the beauty of Paris’ most desired 
backdrops on a bus tour through the noteworthy 
sites along both sides of the Seine River, stopping 
to snap sweet selfies in front of the Eiffel Tower and 
Notre Dame. With the rest of your time in the world’s 
top romantic capital, take advantage of the Paris 
Visite Pass and explore every corner of the city at 
your own pace with your loved one by your side. Then 
set off to Barcelona via the comfort, serenity, and 
scenic sights of a train car. Upon arrival, this vibrant 
Spanish metropolis will boost your serotonin with its 
colorful city life, delicious dishes, vibrant sunshine, 
and sparkling coastline. Get an intimate look into the 
city with a local guide during a private car tour and 
indulge in a 3-course lunch at the famed Marina Bay.

Catalonia Connection

Spain

Explore Further!

BARCELONA, SPAIN

12 - France & Spain

https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1463.pdf


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=PADRON&servid=PADRON&tgsupid=PADRON&tgservid=PADRON&title=Ronda%20-%20Parador%20De%20Ronda&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=BCNNER&servid=BCNNER&tgsupid=BCNNER&tgservid=BCNNER&title=Barcelona%20-%20Hotel%20Neri&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1372.pdf
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=RROBEL&servid=RROBEL&tgsupid=RROBEL&tgservid=RROBEL&title=Sorrento%20-%20Hotel%20Bellevue%20Syrene&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ROMSIR-XPBSPB&servid=ROMSIR-XPBSPB&tgsupid=ROMSIR-XPBSPB&tgservid=ROMSIR-XPBSPB&title=Private%20Sunset%20and%20Prosecco%20Boat%20Tour%20(Lancia%20Sorrentina)%20fr
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CAPMOR&servid=CAPMOR&tgsupid=CAPMOR&tgservid=CAPMOR&title=Capri%20-%20Hotel%20Casa%20Morgano&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CAGDOG&servid=CAGDOG&tgsupid=CAGDOG&tgservid=CAGDOG&title=Sardinia%2FCagliari%20-%20Palazzo%20Doglio&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=PMOCAR&servid=PMOCAR&tgsupid=PMOCAR&tgservid=PMOCAR&title=Carruba%20di%20Riposto%20-%20Donna%20Carmela%20Resort&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ROMSIR-XPPHAB&servid=ROMSIR-XPPHAB&tgsupid=ROMSIR-XPPHAB&tgservid=ROMSIR-XPPHAB&title=Private%20Hot%20Air%20Balloon%20Ride%20with%20Umbrian%20Breakfast%20and%20Be
https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_VACESCAPE.pdf


Fewer settings have inspired the backdrops to more 
classic love stories than the rolling vineyards and colorful 
countrysides of Italy’s interior, and there’s no better 
place to experience the inherent beauty of the peninsula 
firsthand than with a stay at a refined villa.

Secluded, private, and breathtakingly gorgeous, Avanti’s 
refreshed collection of villa stays offers exceptional 

An incredibly intimate property with just 6 rooms 
on-site, guests can truly immerse themselves in the un-
sullied scenery that surrounds this wonderful villa just 
outside of famed Verona. With an emphasis on hospi-
tality, organic farming, and preserving the area’s natural 
beauty, Massimago’s pride in their land shines through 
every aspect of their craft from their delicious cuisine 
to their locally made décor and furnishings. Experience 
the lifeblood of the estate that flows in the form of 
organic wine, and taste their prized dry raisin Amarone 
after learning all about the many intensive details that 
make up their natural winemaking process.

VENETO, ITALY  

- MASSIMAGO WINE RELAIS, 5 STAR

Villas
Unique Italian

Let’s Go!

Immersed  
in beauty

PIETRA DEL CABREO

accommodations on some of the world’s most serene 
landscapes — creating unforgettable memories for 
guests and their loved ones. 

From incredible on-site restaurants showcasing world-
class food and wine to spectacular spas and scenery, 
these full-service properties provide everything 
needed to celebrate that milestone anniversary or 
relax effortlessly on a dream honeymoon.

18 - Italy



A prize of the Piedmont region, the Reva 
Resort boasts gorgeous surroundings, 
delicious dining options, and soothing spa 
facilities in one of Italy’ most treasured 
areas. An ideal destination for foodies and 
wine lovers alike, guests are treated to the 
Michelin starred Fre Restaurant and Reva 
winery located on the estate, and can take 
advantage of their plethora of gastronomic 
experiences like cooking classes, wine-
pairing menus, and delicious multi-courses. 
With extensive amenities on awe-inspring 
grounds, it is a perfect introduction into 
luxurious life on an Italian villa.

With chic design elements to complement its centuries-
old Tuscan terrain, the beautifully restored Pietra del 
Cabreo offers upscale country living on a gorgeous 
estate in the heart of the Chianti wine region. Take in 
sweeping views of Sangiovese vineyards from the edge 
of the infinity pool or enjoy the many tastes of the region 
whilst being surrounded by the scenery of its lands at 
the delectable CABREO restaurant. No trip into Tuscany 
would be complete without a visit into one of its historic 
barrique wine cellars, and with the renowned Tenuta 
di Nozzole just miles away guests can experience the 
incredibly complex flavors of Supertuscan wines right 
outside the villa.

PIEDMONT, ITALY 

- REVA RESORT, 5 STAR

TUSCANY, ITALY 

- PIETRA DEL CABREO , 5 STAR

Let’s Go!

Let’s Go!

Wellness  
and wine

Vineyards and  
olive groves



https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=GOASIR-XPVTBB&servid=GOASIR-XPVTBB&tgsupid=GOASIR-XPVTBB&tgservid=GOASIR-XPVTBB&title=Private%20Boat%20Tour%20with%20Aperitif%20On%20Board%20from%20Bellagio%20-%2
https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_VACITVINSUN.pdf


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=INTJUN&servid=ESTC&tgsupid=INTJUN&tgservid=ESTC&path=Products/HTL/INT&title=Interlaken%20-%20Grand%20Hotel%20Victoria%20Jungfrau%20-%20Bel%20Air%20Ju
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ZRHSDM&servid=PVTLAV&tgsupid=ZRHSDM&tgservid=PVTLAV&path=Products/TUR/ZRH&title=Private%20Guided%20Wine%20Tour%20in%20the%20Lavaux%20from%20Montreux%


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=JTRVIE&servid=PFSE23&tgsupid=JTRVIE&tgservid=PFSE23&path=Products/HTL/JTR&title=Santorini/Oia%20-%20View%20Hotel%20by%20Secret%20-%20Pool%20Front%20S


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=ATHCON&servid=SEMWNP&tgsupid=ATHCON&tgservid=SEMWNP&path=Products/TUR/ATH&title=Small%20Group%20Santorini%20Wine%20Roads%20Tour%20-%204.5%20Hours%20-
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=JMKUT2&servid=ESTD&tgsupid=JMKUT2&tgservid=ESTD&path=Products/HTL/JMK&title=Mykonos/Elia%20-%20Myconian%20Utopia%20-%20Signature%20Retreat%20Sea%20Vi


Like most things in life, the concept 
of the ‘Perfect Romantic Getaway’ 
is ridiculously nuanced to the point 
where individual opinions feel as 
unique as snowflakes in the palm of 
one’s open hand. For some folks it 
can be a snuggle in front of an open 
fire, sipping hot chocolate under a 
blanket of stars. Some couples may 
envision theirs as a candle-lit dinner 
at a charming chalet in Switzerland. 
Others may be proponents of exotic 
adventures on the other side of the 
world. There simply is an insane 
amount of variety that’s available 
out there. But ask this question 
enough times, and you are bound 
to get an answer that involves 
sun-kissed destinations and the 
glistening sea.

It’s just a fact of life that plenty of 
travelers — especially those who 
reside in North America — can 
readily subscribe to the idea of 
jetting off to far-flung tropical 
havens where warm weather is the 
norm, and there’s plenty of romantic 
settings to choose from. Maybe they 
want beach-side luxury resorts with 
breathtaking ocean views; or unique 
eco-lodges that overlook the foggy 
canopy of cloud forests; or even 
traditional accommodations set 
within historic and culture-packed 
locales. Whatever the configuration, 
the common ingredients are 
clear: beautiful climates, stunning 
landscapes, delicious food, wellness 
experiences, and plenty of fun 
under the sun.

RomanticTropi

24
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https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=BZEBLX&servid=BZEBLX&tgsupid=BZEBLX&tgservid=BZEBLX&title=Cayo%20District%20-%20Blancaneaux%20Lodge&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=BZETUR&servid=BZETUR&tgsupid=BZETUR&tgservid=BZETUR&title=Placencia%20-%20Turtle%20Inn&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CRHELS&servid=CRHELS&tgsupid=CRHELS&tgservid=CRHELS&title=Bajos%20Del%20Toro%20-%20El%20Silencio%20Lodge%20and%20Spa&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CRHNTC&servid=CRHNTC&tgsupid=CRHNTC&tgservid=CRHNTC&title=Arenal%20-%20Nayara%20Tented%20Camp&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


Trace the Pacific side of Costa Rica’s gorgeous coastline on the hunt for idyllic beaches, hidden 
surf spots, and lush rainforests. Try some bird watching, horseback riding, and zip lining at San 
Gerardo Cloud Forest. Enjoy a guided hike at Corcovado National Park. Cap your adventure by 

relaxing and savoring the views at a beach in Manuel Antonio.

Southern
Costa Rica

Discover

Explore Further!

PLAYA MANUEL, ANTONIO

https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_VACSJOSOU.pdf


Combine two of Brazil’s jet set hotspots: Rio de Janeiro and 
Búzios. The former’s reputation as a party haven precedes itself, 
but the latter is equally irresistible. Just three hours north of 
Rio, Búzios is an upscale beach-side destination known for its 
cobblestone streets, fashionable boutiques, fine restaurants, 
and stylish art galleries. Made famous by the über glamorous 
Brigitte Bardot, the charming resort town located along Brazil’s 

‘Sun Coast’ is one of the country’s best beach getaways.n
Explore Further!

Go 

Coastal

Costa Rica & Brazil - 29

https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1617.pdf


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=CTGMET-SAL&servid=CTGMET-SAL&tgsupid=CTGMET-SAL&tgservid=CTGMET-SAL&title=Private%20Salsa%20Dancing%20Lesson%20-%202%20Hours&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?sourceid=st&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=CTGCSA&servid=CTGCSA&tgsupid=CTGCSA&tgservid=CTGCSA&title=Cartagena%20-%20Casa%20San%20Agustin&extrainfo=N&internalinfo=N


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=ENILAG&servid=WCOT&tgsupid=ENILAG&tgservid=WCOT&path=Products/HTL/ENI&title=El%20Nido%20-%20Lagen%20Resort%20-%20Water%20Cottage&extrainfo=N&internal


Bali
Romantic Retreat

This expertly crafted 8-night itinerary takes travelers 
to vivid Bali — also known as ‘The Island of the 
Gods’ — for a vacation filled to the brim with 
breathtaking landscapes, colorful art and culture, 
mouthwatering cuisine, and exotic island vibes. 
Romance will definitely be in the air while you get 
to enjoy immersive cultural activities, unforgettable 
sightseeing opportunities at several fascinating 
locations, an intimate candlelit dinner near the 
shoreline, a relaxing spa experience, and a massive 
dose of warm Balinese hospitality.

Explore Further!

Embark on an epic tour that takes you to 
several notable attractions on a quest to admire 
local art, soak in jaw-dropping views of Bali’s 
dramatic landscape and indulge in relaxing 
spa treatments. Your full-day adventure begins 
with a stop at the oldest museum in Bali — Puri 
Lukisan Museum — where you can check out 
paintings, wood carvings, and other types of 
artworks created by prominent local artists. 
You’ll then make your way to Kintamani, a scenic 
highland district located on the western edge 
of Mount Batur’s larger caldera wall. Here, you’ll 
be treated to stunning panoramic views of the 
island. Proceed to the nearby Bagus Jati Resort 
for a healthy lunch before capping your eventful 
day by unwinding and getting pampered with a 
two-hour session at the cozy on-site spa.

Private Culture, Nature 
and Relaxation Tour

Explore Further!

32 - Indonesia and Thailand

https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1739.pdf
https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=DTR&supid=DPSICS&servid=DPSCNR&tgsupid=DPSICS&tgservid=DPSCNR&path=Products/TUR/DPS&title=Private%20Culture,%20Nature%20and%20Relaxation%20Tour%20-%208.5%20Hou


Thailand
Escapes
This excellent vacation package combines the 
highlights of Thailand’s capital with the sun-kissed 
diversions of Phuket. Bangkok will mark the start of 
your adventure — a captivating place that effortlessly 
compresses the country’s diverse culture into one 
vibrant hub. After visiting key attractions like the Royal 
Grand Palace and Damnoen Saduak Floating Market, 
proceed to Phuket to experience its local cuisine and 
explore surrounding locations like Phi Phi Island and 
Phang Nga Bay.

Explore Further!

This upscale resort is nestled along Mai Khao Beach 
on the northern tip of Phuket and partly fringed by 
Sirinath National Park — an ideal choice for travelers 
who prefer to have their vacation adventures laced 
heavily with moments of luxury and tranquility. The 
5-star hotel delivers top-notch accommodation 
options with its selection of well-appointed pool villas 
that feature a distinct Southern Thai design sensibility. 
Amenities include three restaurants, a comfortable 
spa, and a cooking school.

PHUKET, THAILAND - ANANTARA  

MAI KHAO PHUKET VILLAS, 5 STAR

Let’s Go!

Your divine 
Phuket hideaway

BANANA BEACH, PHUKET

https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=HKTAPV&servid=SHDW&tgsupid=HKTAP2&tgservid=ESTD&path=Products/HTL/HKT&title=Phuket%20-%20Anantara%20Mai%20Khao%20Phuket%20Villas%20-%20Standard&extra
https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_1797.pdf


Secrets
of Samui
This superb 3-night itinerary shines a well-deserved 
spotlight on Koh Samui — a wonderful tropical hav-
en characterized by quaint coastal villages, colorful 
temples, dense jungles, breathtaking seascapes, and 
world-class luxury hotels and resorts. Enjoy some fun 
under the sun while exploring the scenic Ang Thong 
National Marine Park.

Explore Further!

ANG THONG, NATIONAL PARK

34 - Thailand

https://book.avantidestinations.com/pdfs/RVP_3821.pdf


https://book.avantidestinations.com/product_description?theme=AvdEur&sourceid=tg&utype=tc&stype=HTL&supid=USMBAN&servid=XML&tgsupid=USMBAN&tgservid=XML&path=Products/HTL/USM&title=Koh%20Samui%20-%20Banyan%20Tree%20Samui%20-%20Standard&extrainfo=N&internal


Romantic Destinations  
 forOutd



Enthusiastsdoor

37

MOUNT FITZROY, PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA

Sharing the magic of travel with your loved one 
can create countless lifelong memories, many 
of which are made special by simply bonding in 
the excitement of what the unknown may bring. 
Whether it be climbing a mountain peak to 
share a view from the summit or searching for 
the perfect spot in the sand to catch a stunning 
sunset, the beauty of the natural world can 
provide the most intimate settings for you and 
your partner — and give endless opportunities 
to enjoy life to its fullest. These hand-picked 
hotels and experiences invite couples to be 
their most adventurous selves and celebrate 
their love in the outdoors, from gorgeous stays 
in the world’s most pristine parks to relaxing 
resort trips in secluded modern-day Edens.
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Patagonia

Spend a night ‘glamping’ in style surrounded by the 
spectacular landscapes and ancient forests of the 
Patagonia region. This one-night experience at the 
Patagonia Camp takes your South American vacation 
off the beaten path in one of 18 private yurts in a 
luxury complex overlooking Lake Toro. With private 
bathrooms, parquet wood floors, and authentic local 
fabrics and furnishings throughout, experience all the 
comfortable amenities you can find in a boutique hotel 
with the look and feel of a lakeside campground.

PATAGONIA, CHILE   

PATAGONIA CAMP, 5 STAR

Let’s Go!

Become one 

with nature
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Experience the Andes like no other in one of Awasi’s 
14 private villas inspired by the secluded Patagonian 
shelters scattered throughout the Torres del Paine 
National Park. Exceptional amenities include 
soothing hot tubs, a gorgeous lounge built around 
an incredible fireplace, and a private vehicle and 
guide for each villa — allowing guests to check out 
the vast countryside at their own pace.

PATAGONIA, CHILE   

AWASI, 5 STAR

Let’s Go!

Isolated,  
bucolic setting 
with beautiful 
vistas
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Turkish
Highlights

Beginning in the bustling city of Istanbul, experience firsthand what made this port town a historic trading hub with its 
architectural marvels, buzzing markets, and world-class cuisine. Then, venture inland to Cappadocia, a magical landscape 

dotted with magnificent rocky spires and ancient dwellings built right into the craggy mountainsides. Cap off the incredible trip 
with an ascent into the sky on a romantic hot-air balloon ride — an experience that provides breathtaking views to some of the 

most unrivaled natural scenery you will ever witness.

Explore Further!

CAPPADOCIA, TURKEY
Norway & Turkey - 45
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JordanBest of

Explore Further!

Plunge into ancient ruins, uncover stony castles, and become fully immersed in Jordan’s vibrant culture on this 
incredible 7-night desert excursion. Beginning in the country’s two most popular cities, Amman and Petra, witness 
the incredible Roman architecture and intricate stone caverns scattered throughout the landscape — capping off 

your week of adventuring with a well-deserved resort treatment at one of the Dead Sea region’s finest hotels.

UAE & Jordan - 47
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